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The rapid and unprecedented increase in the heterogeneity of multimedia networks and devices emphasizes the need for scalable
and adaptive video solutions for both coding and transmission purposes. However, in general, there is an inherent trade-oﬀ
between the level of scalability and the quality of scalable video streams. In other words, the higher the bandwidth variation,
the lower the overall video quality of the scalable stream that is needed to support the desired bandwidth range. In this paper,
we introduce the notion of wireless video transcaling (TS), which is a generalization of (nonscalable) transcoding. With TS, a
scalable video stream, that covers a given bandwidth range, is mapped into one or more scalable video streams covering diﬀerent
bandwidth ranges. Our proposed TS framework exploits the fact that the level of heterogeneity changes at diﬀerent points of the
video distribution tree over wireless and mobile Internet networks. This provides the opportunity to improve the video quality
by performing the appropriate TS process. We argue that an Internet/wireless network gateway represents a good candidate for
performing TS. Moreover, we describe hierarchical TS (HTS), which provides a “transcaler” with the option of choosing among
diﬀerent levels of TS processes with diﬀerent complexities. We illustrate the benefits of TS by considering the recently developed
MPEG-4 fine granularity scalability (FGS) video coding. Extensive simulation results of video TS over bit rate ranges supported
by emerging wireless LANs are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The level of heterogeneity in multimedia communications
has been influenced significantly by new wireless LANs and
mobile networks. In addition to supporting traditional web
applications, these networks are emerging as important In-
ternet video access systems. Meanwhile, both the Internet
[1, 2, 3] and wireless networks are evolving to higher bit
rate platforms with even larger amount of possible variations
in bandwidth and other quality of services (QoS) param-
eters. For example, IEEE 802.11a and HiperLAN2 wireless
LANs are supporting (physical layer) bit rates from 6Mbps
to 54Mbps (see, e.g., [4, 5]). Within each of the supported
bit rates, there are further variations in bandwidth due to the
shared nature of the network and the heterogeneity of the
devices and the quality of their physical connections. More-
over, wireless LANs are expected to provide higher bit rates
than mobile networks (including third generation) [6]. In
the meantime, it is expected that current wireless and mo-
bile access networks (e.g., 2G and 2.5G mobile systems and
sub-2Mbps wireless LANs) will coexist with new generation
systems for sometime to come. All of these developments in-
dicate that the level of heterogeneity and the corresponding
variation in available bandwidth could be increasing signif-
icantly as the Internet and wireless networks converge more
and more into the future. In particular, if we consider the
diﬀerent wireless/mobile networks as a large multimedia het-
erogeneous access system for the Internet, we can appreciate
the potential challenge in addressing the bandwidth variation
over this system.
Many scalable video compression methods have been
proposed and used extensively in addressing the bandwidth
variation and heterogeneity aspects of the Internet and wire-
less networks (e.g., [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]).
Examples of these include receiver-driven multicast mul-
tilayer coding, MPEG-4 fine granularity scalability (FGS)
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compression, and H.263-based scalable methods. These and
other similar approaches usually generate a base layer (BL)
and one or more enhancement layers (ELs) to cover the de-
sired bandwidth range. Consequently, these approaches can
be used for multimedia unicast and multicast services over
wireless Internet networks.
In general, the wider the bandwidth range1 that needs to
be covered by a scalable video stream, the lower the over-
all video quality is2 [13]. With the aforementioned increase
in heterogeneity over emerging wireless multimedia Inter-
net protocol (IP) networks, there is a need for scalable video
coding and distribution solutions that maintain good video
quality while addressing the high level of anticipated band-
width variation over these networks. One trivial solution is
the generation of multiple streams that cover diﬀerent band-
width ranges. For example, a content provider, which is cov-
ering amajor event, can generate one stream that covers 100–
500 kbps, another that covers 500–1000 kbps and yet another
stream to cover 1000–2000 kbps and so on. Although this
solution may be viable under certain conditions, it is de-
sirable from a content provider perspective to generate the
fewest number of streams that covers the widest possible
audience. Moreover, multicasting multiple scalable streams
(each of which consists of multiple multicast sessions) is in-
eﬃcient in terms of bandwidth utilization over the wired
segment of the wireless IP network. (In the above example,
a total bit rate of 3500 kbps is needed over a link transmit-
ting the three streams, while only 2000 kbps of bandwidth is
needed by a scalable stream that covers the same bandwidth
range.)
In this paper, we propose a new approach for address-
ing the bandwidth variation issue over emerging wireless and
mobile multimedia IP networks. We refer to this approach as
transcaling (TS) since it represents a generalization of video
transcoding. Video transcoding implies the mapping of a
nonscalable video stream into another nonscalable stream
coded at a bit rate lower than the first stream bit rate. With
TS, one or more scalable streams covering diﬀerent band-
width ranges are derived from another scalable stream.While
transcoding always degrades the video quality of the already-
coded (nonscalable) video, a transcaled video could have a
significantly better quality than the (original) scalable video
stream prior to the TS operation. This represents a key dif-
ference between (nonscalable) transcoding and the proposed
TS framework. TS can be supported at gateways between the
wired Internet and wireless/mobile access networks (e.g., at
a proxy server adjunct to an access point (AP) of a wireless
LAN). We believe that this approach provides an eﬃcient
method for delivering good quality video over the high-bit
rate wireless LANs while maintaining eﬃcient utilization of
1A more formal definition of “bandwidth range” will be introduced later
in the paper.
2This is particularly true for the scalable schemes that fall under the cat-
egory of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability methods. These include the
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 SNR scalability methods, and the newly developed
MPEG-4 FGS method.
the overall (wired/wireless) distribution network bandwidth.
Therefore, diﬀerent gateways of diﬀerent wireless LANs and
mobile networks can perform the desired TS operations that
are suitable for their own local domains and the devices at-
tached to them. This way, users of new higher-bandwidth
LANs do not have to sacrifice in video quality due to coex-
isting with legacy wireless LANs or other low bit rate mobile
networks. Similarly, powerful clients (e.g., laptops and PCs)
can still receive high-quality video even if there are other
low-bit-rate low-power devices that are being served by the
same wireless/mobile network. Moreover, when combined
with embedded video coding schemes and the basic tools of
receiver-drivenmulticast, TS provides an eﬃcient framework
for video multicast over the wireless Internet.
In addition to introducing the notion of TS and describ-
ing how it can be used for unicast and multicast video ser-
vices over wireless IP networks, we illustrate the level of qual-
ity improvement that TS can provide by presenting several
video simulation results for a variety of TS cases. The remain-
der of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the wireless video TS framework with some focus on IP
multicast applications. This section also highlights some of
the key attributes and basic definitions of TS-based wireless
systems and how they diﬀer from traditional transcoding-
based platforms. Section 3 describes hierarchical TS (HTS),
which is a framework that enables transcalers to trade oﬀ
video quality with complexity. HTS is described using a con-
crete example that is based on the MPEG-4 FGS video cod-
ing method. Then, two classes of TS are considered: full
and partial. Section 4 described full TS for wireless LANs.
Section 4 also shows simulation results of applying FTS on
FGS streams and the level of video quality improvement
one can gain by utilizing this approach. Section 5 comple-
ments Section 4 by describing partial TS and presenting re-
sults for performing PTS on the FGS temporal (FGST) cod-
ing method. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary.
2. TRANSCALING-BASEDMULTICAST (TSM) FOR
VIDEO OVER THEWIRELESS INTERNET
A simple case of our proposed TS approach can be de-
scribed within the context of receiver-driven layered multi-
cast (RLM). Therefore, first, we briefly outline some of the
basic characteristics of the RLM framework in order to high-
light how this framework can be extended to our wireless
video TS-based solution. Then, we describe some general fea-
tures of a TS-based wireless Internet system.
RLM of video is based on generating a layered coded
video bitstream that consists of multiple streams. The min-
imum quality stream is known as BL and the other streams
are ELs [17]. These multiple video streams are mapped into
a corresponding number of “multicast sessions.” A receiver
can subscribe to one (the BL stream) or more (BL plus one
or more ELs) of these multicast sessions depending on the
receiver’s access bandwidth to the Internet. Receivers can
subscribe to more multicast sessions or “unsubscribe” to
some of the sessions in response to changes in the available




















Figure 1: A simplified view of a wireless video TS platform within an RLM architecture.
bandwidth over time. The “subscribe” and “unsubscribe” re-
quests generated by the receivers are forwarded upstream
toward the multicast server by the diﬀerent IP multicast-
enabled routers between the receivers and the server. This ap-
proach results in an eﬃcient distribution of video by utilizing
minimal bandwidth resources over the multicast tree. The
overall RLM framework can also be used for wireless IP de-
vices that are capable of decoding the scalable content trans-
mitted by an IP multicast server. The left picture of Figure 1
shows a simple example of an RLM-based system.
Similar to RLM, TS-based multicast (TSM) is driven by
the receivers’ available bandwidth and their corresponding
requests for viewing scalable video content. However, there is
a fundamental diﬀerence between the proposed TSM frame-
work and traditional RLM. Under TSM, an edge router3
with a TS capability (or a “transcaler”) derives new scalable
streams from the original stream. A derived scalable stream
could have a BL and/or EL(s) that are diﬀerent from the BL
and/or ELs of the original scalable stream. The objective of
the TS process is to improve the overall video quality by
taking advantage of reduced uncertainties in the bandwidth
variation at the edge nodes of the multicast tree.
For a wireless Internet multimedia service, an ideal lo-
cation where TS can take place is at a gateway between the
wired Internet and the wireless segment of the end-to-end
network. The right picture of Figure 1 shows an example of
a TSM system where a gateway node receives a layered video
stream4 with a BL bit rate Rmin in. The bit rate range covered
by this layered set of streams is Rrange in = [Rmin in,Rmax in].
3The transcaling process does not necessarily take place in the edge
router itself but rather in a proxy server (or a gateway) that is adjunct to
the router.
4Here, a layered or “scalable” stream consists of multiple substreams.
The gateway transcales the input layered stream Sin into an-
other scalable stream S1. This new stream serves, for example,
relatively high-bandwidth devices (e.g., laptops or PCs) over
the wireless LAN. As shown in the figure, the new stream S1
has a BL with a bit rate Rmin 1 which is higher than the orig-
inal BL bit rate: Rmin 1 > Rmin in. Consequently, in this ex-
ample, the transcaler requires at least one additional piece of
information, and that is the minimum bit rate Rmin 1 needed
to generate the new scalable video stream. This information
can be determined, based on analyzing the wireless links of
the diﬀerent devices connected to the network.5 By inter-
acting with the access point, the gateway server can deter-
mine the bandwidth range needed for serving its devices.
As illustrated by our simulations, this approach could im-
prove the video quality delivered to higher-bit rate devices
significantly.
2.1. Attributes of wireless video-transcaling-based
systems
Here, we highlight the following attributes of the proposed
wireless video TS framework.
(1) Supporting TS at edge nodes (wireless LANs’ and mo-
bile networks’ gateways) preserves the ability of the lo-
cal networks to serve low-bandwidth low-power de-
vices (e.g., handheld devices). This is illustrated in
Figure 1. In this example, in addition to generating
the scalable stream S1 (which has a BL bit rate that is
5Determining the particular bit rate range over an underlying (wireless
or wired) network is an important aspect of any adaptive multimedia solu-
tion, including TS. However, this aspect, which could include a variety of
important topics and techniques such as congestion control, bandwidth es-
timation, and cross-layer communication and design, is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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higher than the bit rate of the input BL stream), the
transcaler delivers the original BL stream to the low-
bit rate devices.
(2) The TSM system (described above) falls under the um-
brella of active networks6 where, in this case, the tran-
scaler provides network-based added value services
[18]. Therefore, TSM can be viewed as a generalization
of some recent work on active based networks with
(nonscalable) video transcoding capabilities of MPEG
streams.
(3) A wireless video transcaler can always fall back to using
the original (lower-quality) scalable video. This “fall-
back” feature represents a key attribute of TS that dis-
tinguishes it from nonscalable transcoding. The fall-
back feature could be needed, for example, when the
Internet wireless gateway (or whoever the transcaler
happens to be) does not have enough processing power
for performing the desired TS process(es). Therefore,
and unlike (nonscalable) transcoding-based services,
TS provides a scalable framework for delivering higher
quality video. Amore graceful TS framework (in terms
of computational complexity) is also feasible as will be
explained later in this paper.
(4) Although we have focused on describing our proposed
wireless video TS approach in the context of mul-
ticast services, on-demand unicast applications can
also take advantage of TS. For example, a wireless
or mobile gateway may perform TS on a popular
video clip that is anticipated to be viewed by many
users on-demand. In this case, the gateway server
has a better idea on the bandwidth variation that
it (i.e., the server) has experienced in the past, and
consequently, it generates the desired scalable stream
through TS. This scalable stream can be stored locally
for later viewing by the diﬀerent devices served by the
gateway.
(5) As illustrated by our simulation results, TS has its own
limitations in improving the video quality over the
whole desired bandwidth range. Nevertheless, the im-
provements that TS provides are significant enough to
justify its merit over a subset of the desired bandwidth
range. This aspect of TS will be explained further later
in the paper.
(6) TS can be applied to any form of scalable streams (i.e.,
SNR, temporal, and/or spatial). In this paper, we will
show examples of TS operations that are applied to
SNR-scalable and hybrid SNR-temporal streams over
bit rates that are applicable to new wireless LANs (e.g.,
802.11). The level of improvement in video quality for
both cases is also presented.
Before proceeding, it is important to introduce some basic
definitions of TS. Here, we define two types of TS processes:
down TS (DTS) and up TS (UTS).
6We should emphasize here that the area of active networks covers many
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Figure 3: An example illustrating the diﬀerent TS categories.
Let the original (input) scalable stream Sin of a transcaler












Then, DTS occurs when Rmin out < Rmin in, while UTS occurs
when Rmin in < Rmin out < Rmax in. The distinction between
DTS and UTS is illustrated in Figure 2. DTS resembles tradi-
tional nonscalable transcoding in the sense that the bit rate
of the output BL is lower than the bit rate of the input BL.
Many researchers have studied this type of down conversion
in the past.7 However, up conversion has not received much
attention (if any). Therefore, in the remainder of this paper,
we will focus on UTS. (Unless otherwise mentioned, we will
use UTS and TS interchangeably.)
Another important classification of TS is the distinction
between FTS and PTS (see Figure 3). Our definition of FTS
implies two things: (a) all of the input stream data (BL stream
and EL stream) is used to perform the TS operation; and (b)
all pictures of both BL and EL have been modified by TS.
PTS is achieved if either of these two criteria is not met. Con-
sequently, PTS provides a lower-complexity TS option that
enables transcalers to trade oﬀ quality for complexity. Exam-
ples of both PTS and are covered in this paper.
7We should emphasize here, however, that we are not aware of any pre-
vious eﬀorts of down converting a scalable stream into another scalable
stream.
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3. HIERARCHICAL TRANSCALING FOR
THEWIRELESS INTERNET
After the above introduction to TS, its general features, po-
tential benefits, and basic definitions, we now describe HTS
for the wireless Internet. In order to provide a concrete exam-
ple of HTS, we describe it in the context of the MPEG-4 FGS
scalable video coding method. Hence, we start Section 3.1
with a very brief introduction toMPEG-4 FGS and its coding
tools that have been developed in support of video streaming
applications over the Internet and wireless networks.
3.1. TheMPEG-4 FGS video codingmethod8
In order tomeet the bandwidth variation requirements of the
Internet and wireless networks, FGS encoding is designed to
cover any desired bandwidth range while maintaining a very
simple scalability structure [13]. As shown in Figure 4, the
FGS structure consists of only two layers: a BL coded at a bit
rate Rb and a single EL coded using a fine grained (or totally
embedded) scheme to a maximum bit rate of Re.
This structure provides a very eﬃcient, yet simple, level
of abstraction between the encoding and streaming pro-
cesses. The encoder only needs to know the range of band-
width [Rmin = Rb,Rmax = Re] over which it has to code
the content, and it does not need to be aware of the par-
ticular bit rate the content will be streamed at. The stream-
ing server on the other hand has a total flexibility in send-
ing any desired portion of any EL frame (in parallel with the
corresponding BL picture), without the need for performing
complicated real-time rate control algorithms. This enables
the server to handle a very large number of unicast stream-
ing sessions and to adapt to their bandwidth variations in
real time. On the receiver side, the FGS framework adds a
small amount of complexity and memory requirements to
any standard motion-compensation-based video decoder. As
shown in Figure 4, theMPEG-4 FGS framework employs two
encoders: one for the BL and the other for the EL. The BL is
coded with the MPEG-4 motion compensation DCT-based
video encoding method (nonscalable). The EL is coded us-
ing bit-plane-based embedded DCT coding.
FGS also supports temporal scalability (FGST) that al-
lows for trade-oﬀs between SNR and motion-smoothness
at transmission time. Moreover, the FGS and FGST frames
can be distributed using a single bitstream or two separate
streams depending on the needs of the applications. Below,
we will assume that MPEG-4 FGS/FGST video is transmitted
using three separate streams: one for the BL, one for the SNR
FGS frames, and the third one for the FGST frames.
For receiver-driven multicast applications (Figure 5),
FGS provides a flexible framework for the encoding, stream-
ing, and decoding processes. Identical to the unicast case, the
encoder compresses the content using any desired range of
8This brief subsection is mainly provided to make the paper self-
contained. Readers who are familiar with the FGS framework can skip this
subsection without aﬀecting their understanding of the remainder of the pa-
per.
bandwidth [Rmin = Rb,Rmax = Re]. Therefore, the same
compressed streams can be used for both unicast and mul-
ticast applications. At time of transmission, the multicast
server partitions the FGS EL into any preferred number of
“multicast channels” each of which can occupy any desired
portion of the total bandwidth. At the decoder side, the re-
ceiver can “subscribe” to the “BL channel” and to any num-
ber of FGS EL channels that the receiver is capable of access-
ing (depending, e.g., on the receiver access bandwidth). It is
important to note that regardless of the number of FGS EL
channels that the receiver subscribes to, the decoder has to
decode only a single EL.
The above advantages of the FGS framework are achieved
while maintaining good coding eﬃciency results. However,
similar to other scalable coding schemes, FGS’s overall per-
formance can degrade as the bandwidth range that an FGS
stream covers increases.
3.2. Hierarchical transcaling ofMPEG-4 FGS
video streams
Examples of TS an MPEG-4 FGS stream are illustrated in
Figure 6. Under the first example, the input FGS stream Sin
is transcaled into another scalable stream S1. In this case, the
BLin of Sin (with bit rate Rmin in) and a certain portion of the
ELin are used to generate a new base layer, BL1. If Re1 repre-
sents the bit rate of the ELin used to generate the new BL1,
then this new BL’s bit rate Rmin 1 satisfies the following:
Rmin in < Rmin 1 < Rmin in + Re1. (3)
Consequently, and based on the definition we adopted
earlier for UTS and DTS, this example represents a UTS sce-
nario. Furthermore, in this case, both the BL and EL of the
input stream Sin has beenmodified. Consequently, this repre-
sents a FTS scenario. FTS can be implemented using cascaded
decoder-encoder systems (as we will show in the simulation
results section). This, in general could provide high-quality
improvements at the expense of computational complexity
at the gateway server.9
The residual signal between the original stream Sin and
the new BL1 stream is coded using FGS EL compression.
Therefore, this is an example of TS an FGS stream with a bit
rate range Rrange in = [Rmin in,Rmax in] to another FGS stream
with a bit rate range Rrange 1 = [Rmin 1,Rmax 1]. It is impor-
tant to note that the maximum bit rate Rmax 1 can be (and
should be) selected to be smaller than the original maximum
bit rate10 Rmax in:
Rmax 1 < Rmax in. (4)
9To reduce the complexity of FTS, one can reuse the motion vectors of
the original FGS stream Sin. Reusing the samemotion vectors, however, may
not provide the best quality as has been shown in previous results for non-
scalable TS.
10It is feasible that the actualmaximumbit rate of the transcaled stream S1
is higher than the maximum bit rate of the original input stream Sin. How-
ever, and as expected, this increase in bit rate does not provide any quality
improvements as we will see in the simulation results. Consequently, it is
important to truncate a transcaled stream at a bit rate Rmax 1 < Rmax in.
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Figure 4: Examples of the MPEG-4 FGS and FGST scalability structures. Examples of the hybrid temporal SNR scalability structures are
shown on the right-hand side of the figure. Both of bidirectional (lower right structure) and forward-prediction (top right figure) FGST
picture types are supported by the MPEG-4 FGS/FGST standard.
   
I P P P
A decoder receiving only one FGS
enhancement layer multicast channel
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enhancement layer multicast channels
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A decoder receiving three FGS
enhancement layer multicast channels
Base layer
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Enhancement layer
with multicast channels
At the streaming server
A wireless IP
network
Figure 5: An example of video multicast using MPEG-4 FGS over a wireless IP network.
As we will see in the simulation section, the quality of the
new stream S1 at Rmax 1 could still be higher than the qual-
ity of the original stream Sin at a higher bit rate R Rmax 1.
Consequently, TS could enable a device which has a band-
width R Rmax 1 to receive a better (or at least similar) qual-
ity video while saving some bandwidth. (This access band-
width can be used, e.g., for other auxiliary or non-real-time
applications.)
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Figure 6: Examples of HTS of the MPEG-4 FGS scalability structure with an FTS option.
As mentioned above, under FTS, all pictures of both the
BL and EL of the original FGS stream S1 have been modified.
Although the original motion vectors can be reused here, this
process may be computationally complex for some gateway
servers. In this case, the gateway can always fall back to the
original FGS stream, and consequently, this provides some
level of computational scalability.
Furthermore, FGS provides another option for TS. Here,
the gateway server can transcales the EL only. This is achieved
by (a) decoding a portion of the EL of one picture, and (b)
using that decoded portion to predict the next picture of the
EL, and so on. Therefore, in this case, the BL of the original
FGS stream Sin is not modified and the computational com-
plexity is reduced compared to FTS of the whole FGS stream
(i.e., both BL and EL). Similar to the previous case, the mo-
tion vectors from the BL can be reused here for prediction
within the EL to reduce the computational complexity sig-
nificantly.
Figure 6 shows the three options described above for sup-
porting HTS of FGS (SNR only) streams: FTS, PTS, and the
fallback (no TS) option. Depending on the processing power
available to the gateway, the system can select one of these
options. The TS process with the higher complexity provides
bigger improvements in video quality.
It is important to note that within each of the above TS
options, one can identify further alternatives to achieve more
graceful TS in terms computational complexity. For exam-
ple, under each option, one may perform the desired TS on a
fewer number of frames. This represents some form of tem-
poral TS. Examples of this type of temporal TS and corre-
sponding simulation results for wireless LANs bit rates are
described in Section 5. Before proceeding, we show simula-
tion results for FTS in the following section.
4. FULL TRANSCALING FOR HIGH-BIT-RATE
WIRELESS LANS
In order to illustrate the level of video quality improvements
that TS can provide for wireless Internet multimedia appli-
cations, in this section, we present some simulation results of
FGS-based FTS.
We coded several video sequences using the draft stan-
dard of the MPEG-4 FGS encoding scheme. These sequences
were then modified using the full transcaler architecture
shown in Figure 7. The main objective for adopting the tran-
scaler shown in the figure is to illustrate the potential of
video TS and highlight some of its key advantages and limi-
tations.11
The level of improvements achieved by TS depends on
several factors. These factors include the type of video se-
quence that is being transcaled. For example, certain video
sequences with a high degree of motion and scene changes
are coded very eﬃciently with FGS [13]. Consequently, these
sequences may not benefit significantly from TS. On the
other end, sequences that contain detailed textures and ex-
hibit a high degree of correlation among successive frames
could benefit from TS significantly. Overall, most sequences
gained visible quality improvements from TS.
Another key factor is the range of bit rates used for both
the input and output streams. Therefore, we first need to
11Other elaborate architectures or algorithms can be used for perform-
ing FTS. However, these elaborate algorithms will bias some of our find-
ings regarding the full potential of TS and its performance. Examples of
these algorithms include refinement of motion vectors instead of a full re-
computation of them; TS in the compressed DCT domain; and similar tech-
niques.
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Figure 7: The full transcaler architecture used for generating the
simulation results shown here.
decide on a reasonable set of bit rates that should be used
in our simulations. As mentioned in the introduction, new
wireless LANs (e.g., 802.11a or HiperLAN2) could have bit
rates on the order of tens of Mbps (e.g., more than 50Mbps).
Although it is feasible that such high bit rates may be avail-
able to one or few devices at certain points in time, it is un-
reasonable to assume that a video sequence should be coded
at such high bit rates. Moreover, in practice, most video se-
quences12 can be coded very eﬃciently at bit rates below
10Mbps. Consequently, the FGS sequences we coded were
compressed at maximum bit rates (i.e., Rmax in) at around
6–8Mbps. For the BL bit rate Rmin in, we used diﬀerent val-
ues in the range of few hundreds kbps (e.g., between 100 and
500 kbps). Video parameters, which are suitable for the BL
bit rates, were selected. All sequences were coded using CIF
resolution and 10–15 frames/s.13
First, we present the results of TS an FGS stream (“Mo-
bile”) that has been coded originally with Rmin in = 250 kbps
and Rmax in = 8Mbps. The transcaler used a new BL bit rate
Rmin out = 1Mbps. This example could represent a stream
that was coded originally for transmission over lower bit
12The exceptions to this statement are high-definition video sequences,
which could benefit from bit rates around 20Mbps.
13Our full transcaler used the exact same video parameters of the original

















Figure 8: Performance of transcaling the Mobile sequence using an
input stream Sin with a BL bit rate Rmin in = 250 kbps into a stream
with a BL Rmin out = 1Mbps.
rate systems (e.g., cable modem or legacy wireless LANs)
and is being transcaled for transmission over new higher bit
rate LANs. The peak SNR (PSNR) performance of the two
streams as the functions of the bit rate is shown in Figure 8.
(For more information about the MPEG-4 FGS encoding
and decoding methods, the reader is referred to [13, 14].)
It is clear from the figure that there is a significant im-
provement in quality (close to 4 dB) in particular at bit rates
close to the new BL rate of 1Mbps. The figure also high-
lights that the improvements gained through TS are limited
by the maximum performance of the input stream Sin. As the
bit rate gets closer to the maximum input bit rate (8Mbps),
the performance of the transcaled stream saturates and gets
closer (and eventually degrades below) the performance of
the original FGS stream Sin. Nevertheless, for the majority
of the desired bit rate range (i.e., above 1Mbps), the perfor-
mance of the transcaled stream is significantly higher. In or-
der to appreciate the improvements gained through TS, we
can compare the performance of the transcaled stream with
that of an “ideal FGS” stream. Here, an ideal FGS stream is
the one that has been generated from the original uncom-
pressed sequence (i.e., not from a precompressed stream such
as Sin). In this example, an ideal FGS stream is generated
from the original sequence with a BL of 1Mbps. Figure 9
shows the comparison between the transcaled stream and an
ideal FGS stream over the range 1 to 4Mbps. As shown in the
figure, the performances of the transcaled and ideal streams
are virtually identical over this range.
By increasing the range of bit rates that need to be cov-
ered by the transcaled stream, one would expect that its im-
provement in quality over the original FGS stream should get
lower. Using the same original FGS (Mobile) stream coded
with a BL bit rate of Rmin in = 250 kbps, we transcaled this
stream with a new BL bit rate Rmin out = 500 kbps (i.e., lower
than the 1Mbps BL bit rate of the TS example described



















Figure 9: Comparing the performance of the Mobile transcaled
stream (shown in Figure 8) with an ideal FGS stream. The perfor-




















Figure 10: Performance of transcaling the Mobile sequence using
an input stream Sin with a BL bit rate Rmin in = 250 kbps into a
stream with a BL Rmin out = 500 kbps.
above). Figure 10 shows the PSNR performance of the input,
transcaled, and ideal streams. Here, the PSNR improvement
is as high as 2 dB around the new BL bit rate 500 kbps. These
improvements are still significant (higher than 1 dB) for the
majority of the bandwidth range. Similar to the previous ex-
ample, we can see that the transcaled stream does saturates
toward the performance of the input stream Sin at higher bit
rates, and, overall, the performance of the transcaled stream





















Figure 11: Performance of trascaling the Coastguard sequence us-
ing an input stream Sin with a BL bit rate Rmin in = 250 kbps into a
stream with a BL Rmin out = 1000 kbps.
Therefore, TS provides rather significant improvements
in video quality (around 1 dB and higher). The level of im-
provement is a function of the particular video sequences
and the bit rate ranges of the input and output streams of the
transcaler. For example, and as mentioned above, FGS pro-
vides diﬀerent levels of performance depending on the type
of video sequence [13]. Figure 11 illustrates the performance
of TS the “Coastguard” MPEG-4 test sequence. The origi-
nal MPEG-4 stream Sin has a BL bit rate Rmin = 250 kbps
and a maximum bit rate of 4Mbps. Overall, FGS (without
TS) provides a better quality scalable video for this sequence
when compared with the performance of the previous se-
quence (Mobile). Moreover, the maximum bit rate used here
for the original FGS stream (Rmax in = 4Mbps) is lower than
the maximum bit rate used for the above Mobile sequence
experiments. Both of these factors (i.e., a diﬀerent sequence
with a better FGS performance and a lowermaximumbit rate
for the original FGS stream Sin) led to the following: the level
of improvements achieved in this case through TS is lower
than the improvements we observed for theMobile sequence.
Nevertheless, significant gain in quality (more than 1 dB at
1Mbps) can be noticed over a wide range over the transcaled
bitstream. Moreover, we observe here the same “saturation-
in-quality” behavior that characterized the previous Mobile
sequence experiments. As the bit rate gets closer to the max-
imum rate Rmax in, the performance of the transcaled video
approaches the performance of the original stream Sin.
The above results for TS were observed for a wide range
of sequences and bit rates. So far, we have focused our atten-
tion on the performance of UTS, which we have referred to
throughout this section simply by using the word TS. Now,
we shift our focus to some simulation results for DTS.
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Figure 12: Performance of down transcaling the “Mobile” sequence
using an input stream Sin with a BL bit rate Rmin in = 1Mbps into
two streams with BL Rmin out = 500 and 250 kbps.
As explained above, DTS can be used to convert a scalable
stream with a BL bit rate Rmin in into another stream with a
smaller BL bit rate Rmin out < Rmin in. This scenario could
be needed, for example, if (a) the transcaler gateway misesti-
mates the range of bandwidth that it requires for its clients,
(b) a new client appears over the wireless LAN, where this
client has access bandwidth lower than the minimum bit rate
(Rmin in) of the bitstream available to the transcaler; and/or
(c) sudden local congestion over a wireless LAN is observed,
and consequently, reducing the minimum bit rate needed. In
this case, the transcaler has to generate a new scalable bit-
stream with a lower BL Rmin out < Rmin in. Below, we show
some simulation results for DTS.
We employed the same full transcaler architecture shown
in Figure 7. We also used the same Mobile sequence coded
withMPEG-4 FGS andwith a bit rate rangeRmin in = 1Mbps
to Rmax in = 8Mbps. Figure 12 illustrates the performance of
the DTS operation for two bitstreams: one stream was gener-
ated by DTS the original FGS stream (with a BL of 1Mbps)
into a new scalable stream coded with a BL of Rmin out =
500 kbps. The second stream was generated using a new base
layer Rmin out = 250 kbps. As expected, the DTS operation
degrades the overall performance of the scalable stream.
It is important to note that, depending on the application
(e.g., unicast versus multicast), the gateway server may utilize
both the new generated (down-transcaled) stream and the
original scalable stream for its diﬀerent clients. In particular,
since the quality of the original scalable stream Sin is higher
than the quality of the down-transcaled stream Sout over the
range [Rmin in,Rmax in], then it should be clear that clients
with access bandwidth that falls within this range can bene-
fit from the higher quality (original) scalable stream Sin. On
Sin
Sout (Rmin = 250 kbps, Sin is used to generate this stream)
Sout (Rmin = 250 kbps, BLin is used to generate this stream)
Bit rate (kbps)


















Figure 13: Performance of down transcaling the Mobile sequence
using an input stream Sin with a BL bit rate Rmin in = 1Mbps. Here,
two DTS operations are compared, respectively, the whole input
stream Sin (base + enhancement) is used, and only the BLin of Sin
is used to generate the down-transcaled stream. In both cases, the
new DTS stream has a BL bit rate Rmin out = 250 kbps.
the other hand, clients with access bandwidth less than the
original BL bit rate Rmin in, can only use the down-transcaled
bitstream.
As mentioned in Section 2, DTS is similar to traditional
transcoding, which converts a nonscalable bitstream into an-
other nonscalable streamwith a lower bit rate. However, DTS
provides new options for performing the desired conversion
that are not available with nonscalable transcoding. For ex-
ample, under DTS, one may elect to use (a) both the BL and
EL or (b) the BL only to perform the desired down conver-
sion. This, for example, may be used to reduce the amount of
processing power needed for the DTS operation. In this case,
the transcaler has the option of performing only one decod-
ing process (on the BL only versus decoding both the BL and
EL). However, using the BL only to generate a new scalable
stream limits the range of bandwidth that can be covered by
the new scalable stream with an acceptable quality. To clarify
this point, Figure 13 shows the performance of TS using (a)
the entire input stream Sin (i.e., base plus enhancement) and
(b) BLin (only) of the input stream Sin. It is clear from the fig-
ure that the performance of the transcaled stream generated
from BLin saturates rather quickly and does not keep up with
the performance of the other two streams. However, the per-
formance of the second stream (b) is virtually identical over
most of the range [Rmin out = 250 kbps,Rmin in = 500 kbps].
Consequently, if the transcaler is capable of using both the
original stream Sin and the new transcaled stream Sout for
transmission to its clients, then employing BLin (only) to
generate the new down-transcaled stream is a viable option.
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Figure 14: The proposed partial TS of the MPEG-4 FGST scalability structure. The FGST frames are the only part of the original scalable
stream that is fully reencoded under the proposed partial TS scheme.
It is important to note that, in cases when the transcaler
needs to employ a single scalable stream to transmit its con-
tent to its clients (e.g., multicast with a limited total band-
width constraint), a transcaler can use the BL and any por-
tion of the EL to generate the new down-transcaled scalable
bitstream. The larger the portion of the EL used for DTS, the
higher the quality of the resulting scalable video. Therefore,
and since partial decoding of the EL represents some form
of computational scalability, an FGS transcaler has the op-
tion of trading-oﬀ quality versus computational complexity
when needed. It is important to note that this observation is
applicable to both UTS and DTS.
Finally, by examining Figure 13, one can infer the perfor-
mance of a wide range of down-transcaled scalable streams.
The lower-bound quality of these downscaled streams is rep-
resented by the quality of the bitstream generated from BLin
only (i.e., case (b) of Sout). Meanwhile, the upper-bound of
the quality is represented by the downscaled stream (case (a)
of Sout) generated by the full input stream Sin.
5. PARTIAL TRANSCALING FOR HIGH-BIT-RATE
WIRELESS LANS
As described above, the MPEG-4 FGST framework supports
SNR (regular FGS), temporal (FGST frames), and hybrid
SNR-temporal scalabilities. At low bit rates (i.e., bit rates
close to the BL bit rate), receivers can benefit from the stan-
dard SNR FGS scalability by streaming the BL and any de-
sired portion of the SNR FGS enhancement-layer frames.
As the available bandwidth increases, high-end receivers can
benefit from both FGS and FGST pictures. It is important for
these high-end receivers to experience higher-quality video
when compared to the video quality of nontranscaled FGST
streams. One of the reasons for the relatively high penalty in
quality associated with the traditional FGST-based coding is
that, at high bit rates, the FGST frames are predicted from
low-quality (low bit rate) BL frames. Consequently, the re-
sulting motion-compensated residual error is high, and thus
a large number of bits are necessary for its compression.
In addition to improving the coding eﬃciency, it is cru-
cial to develop a low complexity TS operation that provides
the desirable improvements in quality. One approach for
maintaining low complexity TS is to eliminate the need for
reencoding the BL. Consequently, this eliminates the need for
recomputing new motion vectors, which is the most costly
part of a full transcaler that elects to perform this recompu-
tation. Meanwhile, improvements can be achieved by using
higher-quality (higher bit rate) SNR FGS pictures to predict
the FGST frames. This reduces the entropy of the bidirec-
tionally predicted FGST frames and, consequently leads to
more coding eﬃciency or higher PSNR values. Examples of
the input and output scalability structures of the proposed
PTS scheme for FGST are depicted in Figure 14.
As shown in Figure 14, and similar to the full TS case,
there are two options for supporting TS of FGST streams:
the PTS option and the fallback (no TS) option. Depend-
ing on the processing power available to the gateway, the sys-
tem can select one of these options. Every FGS SNR frame is
shown with multiple layers, each of which can represent one
of the bit planes of that frame. It is important to note that at
higher bit rates, larger number of FGS SNR bit planes will be
streamed, and consequently, these bit planes can be used to
predict the FGST frames. Therefore, under an RLM frame-
work, receivers that subscribe to the transcaled FGST stream







































Figure 15: Performance of PTS of two sequences: Stefan and Mo-
bile.
should also subscribe to the appropriate number of FGS SNR
bit planes.
Under the above-proposed PTS, the input FGST stream
Sin is transcaled into another scalable stream S1. In this case,
BLin of Sin (with bit rate Rmin in) and a certain portion of
the ELin are used as reference frames for an improved FGST
performance. Therefore, this is an example of TS an FGST
stream with a bit rate range Rrange in = [Rmin in,Rmax in]
to another FGST stream with a bit rate range Rrange 1 =
[Rmin 1,Rmax 1], where Rmin in < Rmin 1. Consequently, and
based on the definition we adopted earlier for UTS and DTS,
this example represents a UTS scenario. Furthermore, in this
case, only the FGST ELs of the input stream Sin has been
modified. Consequently, this represents a PTS scenario. PTS
can be implemented by using cascaded decoder-encoder sys-
tems for only part of the original scalable stream. It is im-
portant to note that, although we have a UTS scenario here,
low-bandwidth receivers can still use the BL of the new tran-
scaled stream, which is identical to the original BL. These re-
Transcaled stream 3 FGS bit planes
Transcaled stream 2 FGS bit planes
Original input stream
Total bit rate












Transcaled stream 4 FGS bit planes
Transcaled stream 3 FGS bit planes
Original input stream
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Figure 16: Performance of PTS of two sequences: Coastguard and
Foreman.
ceivers can also stream any desired portions of the FGS SNR
frames. However, and as mentioned above, receivers that take
advantage of the improved FGST frames have a new (higher)
minimum bit rate stream (Rmin 1 > Rmin in) that is needed to
decode the new FGST frames.
5.1. Simulation results for partial transcaling
of FGST streams
In order to illustrate the level of video quality improvements
that PTS can provide for wireless Internet applications, in
this section, we present some simulation results of the FGST
based PTS method described above. As in FTS experiments,
we coded several video sequences using the MPEG-4 FGST
scheme. These sequences were then modified using the par-
tial transcaler scalability structure that employs a portion
of the EL for FGST prediction as shown in Figure 14. We
should emphasize here the following. (a) Unlike the FTS
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results shown above, all the results presented in this section
are based on reusing the same motion vectors that were orig-
inally computed by the BL encoder at the source. This is im-
portant for maintaining a low-complexity operation that can
be realized in real time. (b) The FGS/FGST sequences we
coded were compressed at maximum bit rates (i.e., Rmax in)
lower than 2Mbps. For the BL bit rate Rmin in, we used 50–
100 kbps. Other video parameters, which are suitable for the
BL bit rates, were selected. All sequences were coded using
CIF resolution; however, and since the bit rate ranges are
smaller than the FTS experiments, 10 frames/s were used in
this case. The GOP size is 2-second long and M = 2 (i.e.,
one FGST bidirectionally predicted frame can be inserted be-
tween two I and P reference frames).
The PSNR performance of four well-known MPEG-4
streams: Foreman, Coastguard, Mobile, and Stefan have been
simulated and measured for both original FGST (nontran-
scaled) and partially transcaled bitstreams over a wide range
of bit rates.
Figure 15 shows the performance of the Stefan and Mo-
bile (calendar) and compares the PSNR of the input nontran-
scaled stream with the partially transcaled streams’ PSNR re-
sults. Both of these video sequences benefited from the PTS
operation described above and gained as much as 1.5 dB in
PSNR, in particular, at high bit rates. Three FGS bit planes
were used (in addition to the BL) for predicting the FGST
frames. Consequently, taking advantage of PTS requires that
the receiver have enough bandwidth to receive the BL plus a
minimum of three FGS bit planes. This explains why the gain
in performance shown in Figure 15 begins at higher rates
than the rate of the original BL bit rates (which are in the
50–100 kbps range as mentioned above).
As mentioned above, the level of gain obtained from the
proposed PTS operation depends on the type of video se-
quence. Moreover, the number of FGS bit planes used for
predicting the FGST frames influence the level of improve-
ments in PSNR. Figure 16 shows the performance of the
Coastguard and Foreman sequences. These sequences are
usually coded more eﬃciently with FGS than the other two
sequences shown above (Stefan and Mobile). Consequently,
the improvements obtained by employing PTS on the Coast-
guard and Foreman sequences are less than the improve-
ments observed in the above plots. Nevertheless, we are still
able to gain about 1 dB in PSNR values at higher bit rates.
Figure 16 also shows the impact of using diﬀerent number
of FGS bit planes from predicting the FGST frames. It is clear
from both figures that, in general, larger number of bit planes
provides higher gain in performance. However, it is impor-
tant to note that this increase in PSNR gain (as the number
of FGS bit planes used for prediction increases) could satu-
rate as shown in the Foreman performance plots.
Furthermore, we should emphasize here that many of the
video parameters used at the partial transcaler do not repre-
sent the best choice in a rate-distortion sense. For example,
all of the results shown in this section are based on allocat-
ing the same number of bits to both the FGS and transcaled
FGST frames. It is clear that a better rate allocation mech-
anism can be used. However, and as mentioned above, the
main objective of this study is to illustrate the benefits and
limitations of TS, in general, PTS, in particular, without the
bias of diﬀerent video parameters and related algorithms.
6. SUMMARY AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we introduced the notion of TS, which is a gen-
eralization of (nonscalable) transcoding. With TS, a scalable
video stream, that covers a given bandwidth range, is mapped
into one or more scalable video streams covering diﬀerent
bandwidth ranges. Our proposed TS framework exploits the
fact that the level of heterogeneity changes at diﬀerent points
of the video distribution tree over wireless and mobile Inter-
net networks. This provides the opportunity to improve the
video quality by performing the appropriate TS process.
We argued that an Internet/wireless network gateway
represents a good candidate for performing TS. Moreover,
we described HTS, which provides a transcaler with the op-
tion of choosing among diﬀerent levels of TS processes with
diﬀerent complexities. This enables transcalers to trade oﬀ
video quality with computational complexity. We illustrated
the benefits of FTS and PTS by considering the recently de-
veloped MPEG-4 FGS video coding.
Under FTS, we examined two forms: UTS (which we
simply refer to as TS) and DTS. With UTS, significant im-
provements in video quality can be achieved as we illustrated
in the simulation results section. Moreover, several scenar-
ios for performing DTS were evaluated. Under PTS, we il-
lustrated that a transcaler can still provide improved video
quality (around 1 dB in improvements) while significantly
reducing the high complexity associated with FTS. Conse-
quently, we believe that the overall TS framework provides a
viable option for the delivery of high-quality video over new
and emerging high bit rate wireless LANs such 802.11a and
802.11b.
This paper has focused on the applied, practical, and
proof-of-concept aspects of TS. Meanwhile, the proposed
TS framework opens the door for many interesting research
problems, some of which we are currently investigating.
These problems include the following.
(1) A thorough analysis for an optimum rate-distortion
(RD) approach for the TS of a wide range of video se-
quences is under way. This RD-based analysis, which
is based on recent RD models for compressed scal-
able video [19], will provide robust estimation for the
level of quality improvements that TS can provide for
a given video sequence. Consequently, an RD-based
analysis will provide an in-depth (or at least an edu-
cated) answer for: “when TS should be performed and
on what type of sequences?”
(2) We are exploring new approaches for combining TS
with other scalable video coding schemes such as 3D
motion-compensated wavelets. Furthermore, TS in the
context of cross-layer design of wireless networks is be-
ing evaluated [20, 21].
(3) Optimum networked TS that trades oﬀ complexity
and quality in a distributed manner over a network
of proxy video servers. Some aspects of this analysis
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include distortion-complexity models for the diﬀerent
(full and partial) TS operations introduced in this pa-
per. Moreover, other aspects of a networked TS frame-
work will be investigated in the context of new and
emerging paradigms such as overlay networks and
video communications using path diversity (see, e.g.,
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26]).
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